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Infrastructure inspection solution
deployed in the UK
Villepinte, April 26, 2019
DRONE VOLT, an expert in onboard artificial intelligence and manufacturer of professional
civilian drones, has announced the delivery of the latest version of its ALTURA ZENITH
drone equipped with its PENSAR camera to a UK infrastructure inspection specialist.
AERIALTRONICS, a subsidiary of DRONE VOLT, has announced the signing of a promising
contract followed by an initial delivery to an infrastructure inspection player in the UK.
This specialist in secured data capture and processing notably plans to deploy this solution in
connection with the inspection of offshore wind turbines throughout Europe. These sites are most
often located in zones featuring unstable weather conditions in which the ALTURA ZENITH excels
based on its capacities.
This UK company is additionally highlighting the advantages of this solution in terms of eliminating
risks to employees during offshore transfers and lifting operations.
“This contract confirms the interest of our solutions in connection with the execution of dangerous
missions,” declared Olivier Gualdoni, chairman / CEO of DRONE VOLT. “We effectively consider
that the use of drones must meet two fundamental criteria: productivity gains for the company and
ensuring employee safety.”
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About DRONE VOLT
Founded in 2011, DRONE VOLT, is an expert in onboard artificial intelligence and manufacturer of professional
civilian drones with operations in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Canada, Denmark, the United States,
Switzerland and Indonesia. A global partner, DRONE VOLT offers its clients turnkey business solutions including
different services and the training of drone pilots.
The DRONE VOLT Group, a member of GICAT (French land and air-land defense and security industry group),
recorded sales of 7.42 million euros in 2018 (non-audited figures).
DRONE VOLT’s customers notably include government administrations and industrial groups such as the French
army, the French Ministry of Defense, Engie, Total, Bouygues ES, ADP, the Air Transport Gendarmerie (GTA) and
international government agencies.
DRONE VOLT has been designated as an “Innovative Enterprise” by Bpifrance.
DRONE VOLT is listed on the Euronext Growth market in Paris:
Action: Mnemonic: ALDRV.PA - ISIN code: FR0013088606 - Eligible: PEA, PEA-SME
BSA: Mnemonic: DRVBS - ISIN code: FR001286054
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